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Reprint Edition. Profusely illustrated. In 1813 Napoleon was defeated at Leipzip. However he left

behind him a "Cabinet of Curiosities" among which a Prussian officer discovered an Oraculum and a

Book of Fate. Originally this Oraculum had been discovered in one of the Royal tombs of Egypt

during a French military expedition of 1801. The emperor ordered the manuscript to be translated by

a famous German scholar and antiquarian. From that time onwards the Oraculum remained one of

Napoleon's most treasures possessions. He consulted it on many occasions and it is said to have

"formed a stimulus to his most speculative and most successful enterprises." Containing: Dreams

and their Interpretation, Weather Omens, Astrological Miscellany and Important Advice, Chiromancy

or Fortune Telling by the Hand, Celestial Palmistry, Observations on Moles in Men and Women,

Temper and Disposition of any Person, The Art of Face Reading, Lucky Days, etc.
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This is my second time buying this book. The first time I bought the one with the yellow cover

because it had more and better reviews...A friend of mine asked me for a book so I bought this one

in particular just to compare and to see for myself. When comparing the two books, the font in this

book is far superior to that of the large yellow book. The large yellow book has dark font and there



are some words you have to really struggle to read... as it looks like a dark blot. This version on the

other hand is printed very well I must say and far more readable than the other. That is my

comparison. Overall this version is very good..the best copy that I have seen. I regret not getting this

one to begin with.

I got this copy (yellow book) and purchased another one, (the design in blue with the hand on it,

maybe from a different publisher) for a friend of mine. The blue one has far better font and easier to

read. The font in this book is very dark, and some words seem like dark blots...you don't find this in

the blue book. However, this one is OK as well and I can work with it.

Had this book many many years ago, loaned it and never got it back. I'm pleased to know it has the

same content.

The published took what appears the original book and photocopied it into a large format paperback

book....creating a small page in the middle of a large page with large margins on four sides. The

quality of the print is poor and not easy to read....some of the type is blurred. Reading the type is

what I call WORK. Other than that its fine but its not something I'd recommend to someone else.

It's hard to read . why don't they just type the thing like a real book not just photo copy it .

I can't read it. The text looks like sombody had the real book, took pictures of the pages, reduced

the size to very minimum, and printed it on the page with a black frame. So you get a lot of blank

page with something black in the middle, which you suppose to read, it seems that the font size is 6

or less. well,IT IS UNREADABLE.The "writing" is about 40%-50% of the page, the other 60%-50% is

............white page.

This title arrived in good condition using my prime. Useful book on palm reading in a quality reprint.

Highly recommended.

This book bas been my inspiration since 1980. I love the book and i think it's gonna be one of my

precious properties. Thank you .
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